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   White Paper 
 
How Amvic’s Ampex Insulated Pex Panel for radiant 
heating can maximize your time and the quality of the 
job. 
Radiant heating has a number of advantages. It is more efficient than baseboard heating and forced-air 
heating because it eliminates duct losses, air handler related losses and provides better heat 
distribution. People with allergies often prefer radiant heat because it doesn’t distribute allergens like 
forced air systems can. Hydronic (liquid-based) systems use less electricity, a benefit for homes off the 
power grid or in areas with high electricity prices. Hydronic systems can use a wide variety of energy 
sources to heat the liquid, including standard gas- or oil-fired boilers, wood-fired boilers, solar water 
heaters, or a combination of these sources.  
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AMPEX INSULATED PEX PANELS 

The Ampex Panel has been specifically designed to provide the most cost effective installation and 

performance characteristics for Hydronic Radiant floor heating systems. 

DESIGN 

Amvic’s Ampex insulated PEX panel combines a number of unique elements making it one of the best 

panels on the market. The panel consists of expanded polystyrene insulation (one of the highest 

performing energy efficient insulation material available today), moulded to high impact polystyrene 

film. This combination makes for a stronger, more resilient interlocking PEX panel. Additionally, the 

panel nubs form a mushroom shape, locking the PEX piping firmly in place. Once inserted, it guarantees 

that the pipe is properly positioned and seated in the panel.  

The innovative patented panel design with bridging and cavities ensures that the PEX tubing will be 

completely surrounded with concrete and not pushed to the bottom of the panel as some competitive 

products do. This feature will allow for better heat distribution from the radiant tubing and a more 

efficient energy transfer. The oversized four sided tongue and groove interlock system makes 

installation quick, easy and secure. 

 

BENEFITS OF HYDRONIC HEATING 

COMFORT  

Hydronic radiant heating is comfortable, efficient, unobtrusive, and quiet. Instead of overheating the 
room’s perimeter in the hopes that the warm air will travel throughout the space before rising, subfloor 
heating serves up heat from below. The result is a more even overall heat that warms everything in the 
room, including surfaces, furnishings, and, most importantly, you. Hydronic heating also works in 
silence, eliminating the sounds you would typically hear from a heating unit and blower fan. 

BETTER INDOOR AIR QUALITY 

Radiant heat does not constantly cycle on and off, causing you to be too hot one minute and too cool 

the next, and does not blow dust and allergens around the way forced hot air systems do. Nor does it 

dry out the air that in turn dries out nasal membranes. Plus, radiant heat is relatively draft-free. There 

are no supply and return registers or convection-reliant radiators, and there is less air leakage around 

doors and windows. Lastly, the air inside the home tends to be cleaner because dust and allergens are 

less likely to be stirred up by moving air currents. 

 

 

http://www.bobvila.com/articles/61-quick-tip-improve-your-home-s-air-quality/pages/1
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UNIFORM HEAT DISTRIBUTION 

Radiant heating systems slowly heat rooms from the floors up, from the walls in, or both. The heated 
surfaces warm adjacent air at a relatively low temperature, transferring heat to other parts of the room 
at a uniform rate. This means less noticeable temperature contrasts within rooms, little to no vertical 
temperature stratification, and more comfortable rooms overall. 

 

MULTI-ZONES 

Radiant heating allows multiple zones throughout a building or home to have their own personalized 
temperature control. Because of this custom setting, everyone in the building can be comfortable and 
doesn’t have to be concerned with trapping heat within one room since radiant heat does not deliver 
bursts of air that pushes warmth into places that you don’t want it or out of places that you do want it.  

 

BALANCED HUMIDITY LEVELS 

Radiant hydronic heats maintains a balanced humidity level in the home because it does not dry out the 
home. A forced air heating system can remove additional moisture out of the house during the process 
of heating the air.  

 

EFFICIENCY 

Hydronic heat is more efficient than traditional air heating because water is a better heat conductor 

than air allowing less energy to be used to transfer heat throughout the home. Forced air units also 

create pressure which pushes heat out through the gaps of insulation resulting in heat loss.  

 

LOWER UTILITY BILLS 

Because electric heat is expensive, electric radiant floors are typically limited to small areas, such as a 

bathroom or kitchen. Programmable thermostats with both air and floor temperature limits are 

recommended with such systems, to save on energy costs. Hydronic radiant floor systems save energy 

and lower fuel bills because radiant heat performs better at lower water temperatures, enabling you to 

lower the thermostat. Further savings can be realized because running a high-efficiency boiler at lower 

temperatures will increase its lifespan. In effect, the entire floor is a radiator, so it doesn’t have to be as 

hot as conventional radiators. Boilers can heat water to lower temperatures more efficiently than they 

can heat water to higher temperatures. 

http://www.bobvila.com/articles/2161-radiant-floor-heating-101/#.V7tUfo2BfnM  

 

 

http://www.bobvila.com/articles/2161-radiant-floor-heating-101/#.V7tUfo2BfnM
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VERSATILE INSTALLATION/WORKS WITH ANY BOILER SYSTEM 

Whether your local fuel source is propane, natural gas, electricity, wood or oil you will be able to find a 
hydronic boiler that works for you. Hydronic piping can be placed in the walls and easily routed around 
the home, unlike traditional systems that require extensive ductwork and return air systems with large 
chases, which eat into your usable square footage in the home. 

 

CONTRACTOR/PLUMBER SAVINGS 

TIME/LABOUR/DURABILITY 

The design of the Ampex panel makes for a very durable and simple install on the job site. Because of its 

strength and stability, plumbers can handle the material with ease eliminating breakage, replacement 

and additional labour. The film on the panel along with the nubs, allows the PEX tubing to be walked in 

and locked into place, rather than constant bending to wire-tie or staple the tubing firmly into place 

cutting labour time and material costs. The size of the panels also increase productivity and precision 

when placing the panels on the floor. The 2x4 panels become easier to maneuver, easier to place and 

easier to identify leveling inconsistencies.  

 

APPLICATIONS/ COMMON USES 

SNOW MELT APPLICATIONS 

The winter season develops snow and ice in many places that can lead to the danger of slipping and 

sliding, which can also result in an injury. Hydronic heating can solve these problems by implementing a 

snow and ice melt system that becomes a reliable, safe and economic alternative to shoveling, plowing 

sanding and salting. Snow and ice melting systems circulate warm liquid through PEX tubing which is 

concealed in concrete, asphalt or sand. These systems can be easily installed in residential, commercial 

or industrial applications such as driveways, sidewalks, stairs, entrances, parking lots, ramps, helipads 

and much more.  

Benefits of snow and ice melt systems are: 

• Safety: Accidents are reduced or eliminated in common pedestrian areas such as ramps, 

sidewalks and driveways. 

• Reduced Maintenance: Eliminates the need for shoveling, plowing, salting and sanding. Incurs 

less damage on driveway, grass, landscaping etc., and less spend on salt/sand and other 

materials to remove snow. 

• Liability: Eliminates injury occurrence from a slip and fall from an unplowed or unsalted 

walkway or parking lot.   

• Increased pavement life: No corrosive chemicals or heavy equipment used to shovel or plow 

areas covered in ice and snow. 
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• Comfort and Assurance: No reliance needed from a snow removal company to service their 

exterior building and provides additional well-being for employees.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RESIDENTIAL FLOOR HEATING 

Homeowners can choose to have hydronic heating throughout their entire home which can eliminate 

the need for forced air units and reduce utility bills. Typical common living areas for floor heating 

include the bathroom, the family room, the garage/driveway, entrances and even the kitchen. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE BENEFITS OF DESIGNING WITH RADIANT FLOOR HEATING 

Some of the design benefits with a radiant floor heating system include the elimination of baseboards 
and floor vents (which can obstruct furniture placement), the ability to effectively use floor-to-ceiling 
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windows without compromising interior comfort, and smaller ventilation ducting for greater ceiling 
heights. 

Best of all, radiant floor heating is compatible under any type of floor covering — carpet, wood, slate, 
tile, stone, laminate, and even concrete — making design possibilities endless. 

 

 


